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Abstract 
Nonproliferation of nuclear materials is important in nuclear power industry and fuel cycle facilities. It requires technologies 
capable of measuring and assessing the radiation signatures of fission events. Neutrons produced in spontaneous or induced 
fission reactions are mainly fast. The neutron energy information allows characterization of nuclear materials and neutron 
sources. It can also be applied in remote sensing and source search tasks. The plastic scintillator EJ-299-33A was studied as a fast 
neutron detector. The detector response to a polyenergetic flux was unfolded using the multiple linear regression method. It 
yields the intensities of neutron flux of particular energy, hence, enabling the spectroscopic analysis. The wavelet technique was 
evaluated for the unfolding of neutron spectrum using the scintillator’s response functions between 1 MeV and 14 MeV 
computed with the MCNPX code. This paper presents the computational results of the wavelet-based spectrum unfolding applied 
to a scintillator detector with neutron / photon pulse shape discrimination properties.   
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1. Introduction  
1.1. Background  
Neutron spectrum measurements are important in nuclear security and nuclear energy applications. Identification 
of orphan sources and the detection of nuclear material such as nuclear fuel or waste in transport require isotopic 
identification based on the information beyond visual inspection. Spectral unfolding has been employed to meet this 
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need. Typically implemented via computer codes, there is a variety of neutron spectrum unfolding methods as 
detailed by Matzke (2003) and Reginatto (2010). The unfolding techniques are based on a Fredholm integral 
equation (Eq.1), where Ni relates to the reading of a specific channel or detector, ei is used to account for possible 
statistical errors or deviations between theoretical and measured data, Ri is the response of a specific channel to a 
given energy, and Sj is the differential energy spectrum:  
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To apply this relationship to the process of spectra unfolding, it is more convenient to consider the discrete 
summation of the detector response functions (Rij) that correspond to specific neutron energies, each multiplied by a 
coefficient (Sj). By solving this equation for the coefficients, it is possible to evaluate the spectrum of a particular 
source for its identification.  
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Traditionally, the unfolding process is an intensive and rigorous procedure implemented through the use of 
massive computer codes such as FORIST, MAXED, and GRAVEL. Additional methods such as differentiation, 
least squares regression, genetic algorithms, and neural networks are also currently in use; however, each of these 
carries disadvantages. These methods all require a large amount of computing time, or the installation of extra 
memory capable of storing calculated variable values while performing additional computations. To this end, the 
work presented here focuses on the development of a spectrum unfolding technique using wavelets. The goal of this 
research is to provide a fast neutron spectra unfolding technique with reduced memory and computational 
requirements. By applying wavelets to the detector response functions, we aim to reduce the number of responses, 
and the number of data points per each response which would be required for unfolding an unknown response 
function into an identifiable spectrum.  
1.2. Wavelets 
The wavelet functions have found extensive application in noise reduction and signal smoothing processes as 
described by Rioul and Duhamel (1992). Until recently, the application of wavelets in nuclear applications has been 
limited primarily to their use in solving diffusion equations and discretization of the neutron transport equation as 
reported by Nasif et al. (2001), Nasif et al. (2012), and Zheng et al. (2012). The concept of using discrete wavelet 
transforms has also been examined in pulse processing as reported by Garcia-Belmonte et al. (1996), but there has 
not yet been significant research into the potential application of wavelets for spectral unfolding.  
Since spectra unfolding works by characterizing the response function of a given source and comparing it with 
previously known functions, it is possible to create a matrix of coefficients corresponding to the spectrum of the 
source. With the application of wavelets, it is possible to store each response function, R(E), as a unique wavelet Ψn, 
through the use of shift (a) and translation (b) variables:  
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By storing a priori known response functions as the equations rather than the large matrices of data, it is possible 
to both smooth the datasets and to reduce the computer memory requirements. After applying the wavelet 
transforms to the response functions, it is possible to determine the spectrum coefficients of a given source by 
modifying Eq. 2 to the following form:  
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The execution of a stored formula to generate counts or pulses for unique monoenergetic response functions will 
remove the need to store matrices of data with hundreds or thousands of points. By implementing this technique, it 
becomes possible to determine the optimal number of points for unfolding each spectrum. The inherent smoothing 
feature of the wavelets will also reduce the potential for error due to possible anomalies or statistical fluctuations 
which may exist within the data.  
2. Procedure  
2.1. Response function development  
The monoenergetic response functions utilized in developing this unfolding technique were computed using the 
F8 tally of the MCNPX code. The model consisted of a 2 in u 2 in cylinder of the EJ-299-33A plastic scintillator 
placed 20 cm from an isotropic, monoenergetic point source of neutrons. Simulations were carried out for source 
energies between 0.1 MeV and 14.0 MeV using 0.1-MeV increments. Pulse height distributions were calculated 
using the F8 tally for protons, alpha particles, deuterons, tritons, and recoiling ions (carbon, beryllium, and boron). 
The primary contributions to response functions resulted from the protons and ions.  
Response functions were then imported into MATLAB and treated with a wavelet transform in order to provide 
the smoothed functions which could be used to unfold the source spectra. An example of the wavelet transform is 
shown in Fig. 1.  
 
   
 
Fig. 1. Comparison of computed responses to wavelet transformed response functions for source energies of (a) 2.5 MeV and (b) 6.0 MeV.  
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The original response function, produced by MCNPX simulations, is indicated in red color, while the wavelet 
function that has been fitted to the response function data is shown in blue. Two cases are shown for source energies 
of 2.5 MeV (Fig. 1a) and 6.0 MeV (Fig. 1b). As expected, there was the smoothing of the response function due to 
the wavelet transforms; however, the resulting wavelet response functions still clearly maintained the prominent 
features of the original functions. This consistency ensures that while minor statistical fluctuations or anomalies will 
not heavily impact the unfolded spectrum, this technique will not overlook the significant features which may define 
specific response functions. 
2.2. Fitting method  
Since the detector output is equivalent to the summation of monoenergetic response functions, it is possible to 
use regression techniques in order to fit the superposition of known responses to the detector output. Applying the 
method of least squares regression in conjunction with Eq. 4 yields the coefficients which are used to reconstruct a 
source spectrum. This regression method focuses on the minimization of a chi-squared term. By minimizing this 
value, it is possible to determine the best fit of the sum of the monoenergetic wavelet models to a detector response. 
For the purpose of demonstrating this technique, the response function of a Cf-252 source was modeled using the 
MCNPX code. Fig. 2a show the result of fitting the Cf-252 response function with a 1.0-MeV step, and Fig. 2b 
shows the result of fitting the response function with a 0.5-MeV step.  
 
     
 
Fig. 2. A comparison of the unfolding results for a Cf-252 spectrum using response function increments of (a) 1.0 MeV and (b) 0.5 MeV. 
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3. Results 
The results of this unfolding are shown in Fig. 3. The Cf-252 spectrum was unfolded using 1-MeV and 0.5-MeV 
steps on the energy scale. The noticeable contribution of the recoiling ions to the monoenergetic response functions 
leads to a slight discrepancy between the theoretical Cf-252 spectrum and the reconstruction produced from these 
response functions. The interactions due to these ions have an impact for incident source energies higher than 6 
MeV. The modeled response functions (e.g. Fig. 1a and 1b) showed significant contributions at lower energies due 
to ion interactions even for source energies of 2.5 MeV and lower. This was due to the inherent differences in 
monoenergetic and polyenergetic sources. Monoenergetic response functions were tallied using a source which 
emitted neutrons of a single energy. This causes the contribution due to ions to be more noticeable in single-energy 
response functions. When modelling a polyenergetic source, neutrons are emitted with different energies adding up 
and smoothing the resulting peak due to the ions, making it less prominent.   
The appearance of a more scattered reconstruction with the use of a 0.5-MeV step was a result of the fitting 
method used. The mathematical model attempted to fit the summation of several discrete monoenergetic response 
functions to a polyenergetic source response. Using Eqn. 4, this algorithm produced a combination of several 
response functions (such as those shown in Fig. 1a and 1b) which provided the closest match to the response 
function of the source (Fig. 2a and 2b). The result of this was a set of discrete values representing the coefficients 
used in the reconstruction. The use of a smaller energy step, 0.5 MeV instead of 1 MeV, resulted in the fitting 
algorithm attempting to fit a larger number of monoenergetic responses to the source response function. This led to a 
more scattered appearance than that produced by including fewer response functions in the fit. This difference is 
visible in the reconstruction below, where dips appear for the 2.5-MeV to 3-MeV channel and for the 4-MeV to 5-
MeV channels. 
 
  
Fig. 3. A comparison of the unfolding results for a Cf-252 spectrum using 0.5-MeV and 1.0-MeV steps.  
4. Conclusion  
Calculation of the monoenergetic response functions was carried out for the plastic scintillator EJ-299-33A. 
Application of the wavelet functions accurately modeled the monoenergetic functions, capturing their relevant 
features. Aside from the smoothing effect, there were no considerable differences observed between the original 
MCNPX responses and their respective wavelet transforms. Least squares regression was employed to find the best 
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fit of the superposition of wavelet functions to the polyenergetic detector response. The coefficients produced by 
minimizing the chi-squared term were used to evaluate the unfolded spectrum. Some discrepancies appeared 
between the theoretical and unfolded Cf-252 spectrum, however, these are due to the response functions produced 
by MCNPX, and not an inherent trait of the wavelet unfolding technique.  
5. Future Work  
The ability of this technique to handle interpolation between the modeled response functions at different energy 
steps of is being examined. The goal is to develop a method of implementation which will provide the greatest 
reliability and accuracy in evaluating the spectra. Experimental verification of computational results is also being 
planned. This will be done through the use of PuBe and Cf-252 sources, and D-D and D-T fusion sources.  
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